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Science Cluster

Fall 2013 Meeting

Present: John Armstrong, James Bottesch, Billie Brown, Janice Burger, Melodee DeCoteau, Chris 
Harvey, Melissa Liechty, Sue Phillips, Amy Picchi, Tom Reed, Willie Smith, Alan Spindler, Ashley 
Spring, Ronald Vanderveer, Dan Wagner, Craig Weaver, Donna Iannotti, Cristina Moisii, Joshua 
Ojwang, Cristina Oropeza, Chris Petrie, Susan Styron, Mevlut Guvendik, Eric Harms, Rolf Sohn, 
Xiaodi Chen, Daryl Davis, Jimmy Gamez, Meer Almeer, James Yount (Cluster Chair).

Excused: Sandi Melkonian, Tatiana Zuvich, Penny McDonald, Scott Herber, Ramona Smith.

1. Attendance.

2. New faculty introductions.
The faculty welcomed Ronald Vanderveer (Biology) and Jimmy Gamez (Physics).

3. Old Business: Assessment Meeting Last Week
Cluster groups met and presented their assessments and rubrics in the session during the first Cluster Meeting. 
 The Bio 1010 group with Ramona, Willie, Scott, and Sandi created a scoring guide for the Bio 1010 rubric 
along with a new assessment.  Each group was represented and at the conclusion of the meeting the cluster 
voted to approve all assessments and rubrics, as per the instructions form the Assessment Committee. (Thank 
you, Sandi, for Chairing the meeting!) 

Faculty discussed ways to include adjunct faculty in the Spring 2014 implementation and forward any ideas to 
the Assessment Committee at assessment@titans.brevardcc.edu:

Suggestions:
1. FT faculty need better information regarding who is doing which assessments and when. There is confusion 
about whether the designed program assessment should be done by all sections or selected sections. Only if FT 
faculty understand the process will they be able to assist PT faculty.
2. Both FT and PT faculty need short, clear instructions and notification.
3. The faculty look forward to an online repository of example papers.

These suggestions were forwarded to the Assessment Committee on 8-26-2103 via email.

4. High Impact Course Survey
Discussed the following email and the afternoon meeting:

You have probably just received a survey that was sent out to all of the faculty that are currently teaching our 
high impact courses.  This survey is very important for our QEP. If you could please just encourage and remind 
your faculty members to complete this survey, it would be greatly appreciated. Also, if you have anyone that 
you feel would be interested in becoming more involved with this tutoring component of the QEP, please 
contact Dr. Ramona Smith, Chair of the QEP Steering Committee.
 

mailto:assessment@titans.brevardcc.edu
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Thank you so much for your help and continued support.
 
Barbara Kennedy, Academic Dean, Center for Teaching Excellence

Ashely distributed flyers explaining the Committee’s vision and mission. There was short discussion of the 
possible overlap of this Committee with that of the Professional Development Committee (PDC). Faculty were 
encouraged to attend. (Those who did attend noted the discussion regarding the roles of the PDC versus this 
committee in terms of the Contract.)

5. Overview of submissions of curricula.
Many courses have been submitted in the new WIDS format and have been approved for implementation. When 
a piece of curriculum is submitted, it first goes through the Cluster Chair before being submitted to the 
Curriculum Development Committee and then to the Academic Affairs Committee (AAC). These courses have 
passed AAC and go into effect Fall 2013:

BSCC 1005, 1010, 1011, 1362, 2093, 2094
CHM 1045, 1046, 1045H, 1046H
CHML 1045H, 1046H
EVR 1001
GLY 1000

(Note from Jim: I had to make a call on BSCC 1005 - Banner indicated that it previously had a prerequisite of 
“Appropriate test scores in reading” but it had gone through committees already without it in the new WIDS 
format, so I added that prerequisite. Please discuss at this meeting if there are any objections to that, and I will 
change to whatever you decide.)

These courses are in the works to go through this Fall and are in the final stages of preparation:

BSCC 1084, 1426
BOTC 1010
AST 1002

These courses are in the works to go through this Fall and are in “medium” stages of preparation:

CHM 2210, 2211
CHML 1045, 1046
PHY 2048, 2049
ZOO 1010

Announced: If you want to work on these curricula or any others, the best way is to get the online WIDS 
training and get an account. Once you do that, email Jim and he will get you access to the course you want to 
see/work on.

Faculty inquired as to the status of Meteorology, Oceanography, and Survey of Anatomy and Physiology. Jim 
said he would look at their status and see if they can go through the process soon.
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6. Elimination of Courses.
Noted: As per our approval last Spring, the following courses are no longer in the catalog: 

PSC 1321 (Physical Science Survey I) (CLASS TO BE REMOVED FROM CATALOG)
PSC 1331 (Physical Science Survey II) (CLASS TO BE REMOVED FROM CATALOG)
CHM 1031 (Physiological Chemistry) (CLASS TO BE REMOVED FROM CATALOG)

7. General Education Core Course Options 
Short discussion and explanation of the new SB 1720 rules regarding dual enrollment (no longer able 
to limit numbers).

8. ADPA Proposals for discussion and ADPA applications 
These drafts were sent in email to all science faculty on Monday of this week - any thoughts as to changes? 

Various faculty had the following thoughts:

1. A significant number of faculty do not agree that the program should exist in its current form
2. It is possible if not likely that those engaged in the best teaching practices do not receive awards or do not 
apply - winners require a wide range of activities that do not reflect teaching directly. Maybe two awards should 
exist: one for teaching practices only and one that would be more comprehensive in the manner of the 
Distinguished Educator Award.
3. Faculty expressed concerns about the lack of feedback for those who do not receive awards so that they may 
improve their applications in future years.
4. Faculty expressed concerns that the degree of competition from these awards is counterproductive.
5. A collegewide award and judging committee might be the best way to avoid any favoritism, but such a 
committee would be overwhelmed with the workload of judging all the applications.

Overall, faculty agreed on the two following important points:
1. The award should be judged within the discipline.
2. If only new and innovative practices are to be the criteria of judgement, this should be stated clearly on the 
award application (it is not at this time) and utilize language found in the contract.

These suggestions were forwarded to Dr. Miedema on 8-26-2103 via email.

9. Notice of Curriculum Alignment Meetings
FYI Fall Biology Curriculum Alignment Meeting:

Date: Friday, October 4, 2013
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Location: Valencia College Criminal Justice Institute
8600 Valencia College Lane (http://goo.gl/maps/5EBnT)
Orlando, FL  32825

http://goo.gl/maps/5EBnT
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10. New Business
Joshua inquired as to getting a new course number for Directed Independent Research – Physical Science. He 
was referred to Cher Wooley. (She answered him with a suggested course number of CHM 2910.)

Meer was concerned with possible changes in Physics course lab hours. he will gather data and report back with 
specifics.

11. The Rest of the Day 
13:00-1430:  Center for Teaching Excellence Forum 10-204-eBrevard conference room
1430-1600:   Service Learning Workshop -10-206


